Since the signs may be indicating that a chromosphere discharge, strip tease, or skin
shedding is approaching, this we have documented quite profusely in our book The
Unity Keys Of Emmanuel, and have illustrated in seminars graphically since 1993,
the significance of these events, together with the weather records that were broken
in 1998, may pose prime significance. The ice records, and Moon geology, shows
evidence for a regular 12,000 + year chromosphere cycle.

The Earth's field
is massaged and blown by the the solar wind, affecting our weather, moods,
communications, health, and fertility. Our satellites and radio communications
disrupted.

By June 24th, the "Object's"
trajectory is far from the sun, and is massive. As you will witness in part two of THE
SUN GATE CONSPIRACY, we have been able to confirm Ptah's statement of
more "Objects" by the sun, and what they appear to be doing to the solar surface, is
maintaining and almost knitting the chromosphere into continuance, or so it would
appear.

So when NASA "switched off" the SOHO probe, in June, it should not surprise us
that it was exactly approaching this "Object", and the last photograph that was then
made available to the public showed the "Object" depicted in the image captured to
this paragraph, above, on June 24th. We will now explore this chronologically, so we
can see the photograph trails of the evidence, which render clarity to the above
phenomenon, and as we will see, again in 1999, even more apparent chromosphere
massaging can be evidenced, with clear depictions of the "Objects".

Thus, by June the 10th, one of the "Objects" is again clearly discernible in the
NASA SOHO photographic footage. Appearing to be releasing its own light. Once

again, the Redshift astrophysical software, shows that there is no known "object" at
the position of this 'anomaly'. Mars is left of the suns equator, nowhere near to the
"Object", that looks like the little "Horus", that we now are quite familiar with.

The Egyptians spoke of our sun RA, having a child, or companion 'Little Horus'.
The Falcaneli scientists had speculated that this was thus the emergence of the
'Baby-Horus', which had previously been too close to the sun, and in an orbit to the
sun, as to not have been detectable. Emmanuel, in September 1989 had told me and
a small group in Amsterdam, that there was a hidden object near-to the sun, which
alternately would become visible, and that it had a multi-dimensional nature to it.
And the Faclaneli group of research scientists and initiates (alchemists) claim to be
having physical contact with Emmanuel, since early 1998.
What is interesting in light of this hypothesis, is the fact that MIT's astronomer team,
headed by Dr. Aldpine had made calculations, already back in 1982, that our sun
had to have another sun.
Professor Aldpine, had discovered that nearby Pulsors were showing an influence
from the mass of our solar system, that was greater than the mass our solar system
at present has. Unless it had another sun. They had speculated that this sun must be
an unexpanded sun, or baby sun, and that our approaching conjunction with the
galactic centre, had the gravitational pull of the galactic centre, pulling on this 2nd

sun.
Hence, amidst this pathway of attractions, were the Pulsors which were being
activated to a greater degree by these gravitational forces. So one could take a step
from there, since the summer solstice of 1998 was the first actual solstice where our
solar system was coming into the place of conjunction, which is only a complete
conjunction on December 21st 2012.
That the exertion of the gravitational pull on our sun, and solar system helio-plane,
had drawn the hidden sun, or the Egyptian's "Little-Horus": away from its big Papa
Ra, the sun, and into a position whereby it could prepare to expand into a full sun.
However, this alarming scenario, it can now be stated does not appear to be what is
occurring. Furthermore, Dr. Aldpine had calculated that this second sun must have
been one light day from our sun, and thereby in the outer solar system. Thereby,
ruling out these equations in relationship to this "Object". Although the same
influence still could account for an object being drawn from the sun, by the galactic
centre gravitational influence.
But since this "Object" is not alone, and is behaving now, as if some form of
intelligence of its own is steering it, as we shall see, it certainly is not behaving
anymore as a proto-sun in formation, unless one would throw at it, that it is being
steered by some form of hyperspatial intelligence. But with the evidence emerging of
at least 4 other objects to join it, we are looking at something remarkable.
This does not discredit the Falcaneli group, for they did state that some form of
"extraterrestrial" intelligence was stirring the 'Baby Horus', and that their vehicles
were near to the sun, just as Ptah had relayed to me (from my own personal
contacts with one of the associated initiates, a doctor, it appears they have contact
with a similar group of extra temporal and extraterrestrial intelligences as I have, and
hence I could decipher their Kabala system of coding as well. And since that time of
correspondence with them, 1994-1995, they claim contact with Emmanuel
(Immanuel), who they consider to be the highest intelligences in the universe (to me,
in my contacts with Emmanuel, they claimed to be Inter-Universal, and thus not
bound to any one universe or dimension)).

On the 11th of June, the "Object" is still evident, and now is hoovering just in the
upper field of a major Corona Mass Ejection. No planet in this position.

By the
14th of June it was still there, in place. As the attention of the public was thrown on
the is object, NASA claimed it was the planet Mars, but when the astronomy
catalogues pointed out that Mars was in another position, then NASA stated it was
Mercury, Mercury too turned out to be at another position. And then the
explanation was that two stars were crossing. Ignoring all of the previous
misinterpretations, giving to the public by the global space experts, trained scientists
who do not misidentify objects to massive and on such a space kindergarten level as
the planets Mars and Mercury.
No proper apology or explanation to this misidentifications were ever given. And the
star crossing episode also did not hold up, as by November the Object was still there,
and it was moving at a faster speed than the two stars pointed too, even the light
trick explanations did not hold up, and the object became visible with its light both
IN FRONT of the sun (this was explained as a light affect, but then also disappearing
BEHIND the sun, and emerging on the other side, rendering this public explanation
into absurdity.
Never-the-less, these counter-explanations calmed public attention, for the public had
one of several common explanations they could hold onto, and not question, since

NASA are the experts, and it was unlikely that the majority of the public interest
would look at more than one of the explanations given. So easy it has been to
massage the attraction factor of these "objects" away into near oblivion. But to the
alert scientists, who were not concerned with loosing there jobs or reputations,
investigation continued, and those who did not want to loose their jobs, aided in
leaking out more material and alerting others when to look for photographs at the
LASCO SOHO internet site. This is an astonishing story, and it certainly is more
than a Watergate, that is why we term it Sun Gate, and the PUN IS INTENDED.

Let us look an analyze the June 1998, Horus-Ra "object" and see what colour
saturations levels reveals.

All that has been done here is that the "Object" has been zoomed and been brought
out in colour saturations, where brighter areas are in lighter, and darker areas are in
colour. A classic "flying saucer" shape seems apparent from this series of
enhancements. And this appears to be a common trait to Horus-Ra, also in 1999 as
you well see in Sun Gate 2.

A very beautiful "object", but the brightness coming from it, when one looks at the
256 colour pixels, is too bright for a reflecting material such as metal, it would
appear to be releasing its own light.

As we enhance the Horus "Object", some remarkable criteria appear to leap out as
well:

Especially in this June 12th 1998 image, taken at 1:44, with part of the "wing span"
appearing to go behind the sun:

Then saturation and brightness contrast analysis on the zoomed up "object" with the

256 pixilated levels to play with, Horus appears remarkable, on close inspection:

In its heart, without the raying affect, appear to be yet another classic "flying saucer"
shape, but again it gives of immense light, as if of its own. There is a pixel limit to
accuracy, as you can see the jaggedness in this zoomed enhancement, but this form
comes out in latter enhancements as well, with only some slight variations.

Then Redshift shows us that the planets Mercury and Mars are by the suns equator
line, at 5.55 am. But where is the "Object".

As we can see the "Object is nowhere near the planets that are by the sun's equator,
at 5.55 am.

Since it almost appears certain that this is not a planet, let us see what enhancement
reveals in its shape:

Once again the classic "flying saucer" shape with only a slight variance the earlier
enhancement.

It furthermore appears that just some 28 minutes earlier it had been at a considerable
distance from the previous position, and even further than the planets. It thus could
be ventured that this "Object" appears to have moved unnaturally fast. Let us see
what enhancement does, to see if it has the same characteristics as before:

It appears to be the same. This is all a very tentative field, so it also may be a series
of phenomenons, and this has to remain open, but it would appear to be unlikely
with all that preceded it, and the vast material that lies ahead of it, including several
shutdowns of the NASA SOHO probe itself, as it approached the "Object".
How does this all progress. At the last dawn of the summer solstice, June 23rd 1998,
we see the "Object" at the upper top of the sun.

Redshift relays that Mars is on the right hand side of the sun, completely out of
range, and there does appear to be a faint streak there, but nowhere near as bright
and big as the "Object". And Mercury just above the equator line, is too small to be
visible here, unless it would be the small light just below the equator line, but
Redshift places it just above hat line. The "Object" is far above the equator, just
above the coronal pole line.

Redshift shows that there is no know object by the coronal pole line. And once again
let us see what several levels of enhancement reveals:

In the last sequence of photographs that the SOHO probe stakes before it switches
off, and there appears to be some evidence of a potential conspiracy here, as science
writer and inventor of the NASA Pioneer probe message, reveals in clear detail in

his excellent article, "Oh my God they killed SOHO".
By the 24th of June, the "Object" had once again moved remarkably fast from it
previous position. In these few days and even in hours we see that it appears to be
capable of travelling in hours, what take days for the planets.

Most importantly Redshift reveals that there is no planet in this position, and it is
very bright in this sight. Mars and Mercury are in the SAME positions as the day
before, and there is absolutely no known object in the position of "Horus". As can
clearly be seen at the same time as this Lasco photo, and a little latter, in the second,
for Mercury.

Just twelve hours latter, SOHO contact is lost for several months. But the last
photographs revealed that the "Object had moved very swiftly and was now very

near to the SOHO space probe, and lo and behold what do we see.

When SOHO is resurrected, and very stingy quantities of photographs are released
to the public, another close encounter with the "Object" reveals the classic "flying
saucer" shape. Yes it was still there in November, as the two photographs reveal
below, but this will be covered extensively in SunGate 2.

For in conjunction with this "Object" the Earth was bombarded by very high levels

of X-rays, as we shall see. And a new sound came from the sun, or the "Object"
which you will hear in Part Two, and this also changed the sound of Earth, which
you also will hear.

What is quite amusing is the diverse opinions given by different experts, here are
two contrasting opinions, but both equally interesting: These comments were for the
May 1998 images, which was, apparently when people started to notice them.

"Sorry, I don't know what the funny-looking object is. It is probably an
object in the instrument, perhaps a calibration marker. It is not something
in the sky. If it were, the IAU astronomers would have mentioned it and sent
out notice to astronomers all over the world to get more observations. The
funny object is at least an order of magnitude too large to be Saturn,
provided everything in the photo is part of the same image and to the same
scale.
--Dr. Tom Van Flandern, Navy Intelligence Astrophysicist, with above top
secret clearence.
"That object bothers me as being Saturn, because unless you purposely
oriented the frame so that the rings were horizontal, Saturn's rings are not
horizontal to the ecliptic, as far as I know. Secondly, the enlarged and
enhanced image implies several separate nuclei, each separated by thinner
streams of debris. These brighter objects outside the main object are too
bright in my opinion to be rings. And the central object appears to be
composed of several smaller objects either still joined or which have not
separated a great distance from each other. In other words, what we may be
looking at is something like Shumaker-Levi-9 after it was pulled apart by
gravitational forces. And yet there does not seem to be a tail. But then again,
Shumaker-Levi-9 did not have a tail either once the nucleus was pulled
apart."

--Dr Bruce Cornet, PhD.

Conclusion. At least some of the "Horus" photographs will remain controversial, due
to their closer proximity to the known planets. But some of the "Horus" pictures are
appearing identically the same, without any evidence of there being any known
planet or related object in its proximity.
What you will view in PART TWO, of this series is an astounding development to
both these "Objects" and the third "Object" we called "Neith", as well as the dark
sphere's. The "Objects" appear to exhibit unnatural speed, NASA denies the film
defect, and relayed, based on one image that the "Object" is now a cosmic ray.
Which is stretching the limits with each alternative explanation they are proliferating.
Something very remarkable appears to being going on around our sun, just as the
sun is becoming the most active in many hundreds of years. Both the close up, and
the desaturated blow up enhancements of both "Horus" and "Horus-Ra" reveals the
disconcerting classic "flying saucer" shape. But this is just the beginning, for in part
two so astounding new photographs are to be reviewed, right upto the almost
present.
Wheather some, or any of these "Objects", are related to the 5 vehicles that Ptah
relates to, may be another question. I certainly have found it interesting that 4, and
perhaps a 5th "Object" does now appear evident in some of the photographs.
Certainly all of this is drawing our much needed attention to the sun, which is in a
major storm of a crisis, and we should be alert, and make as much integrated use of
it as possible.
Whilst waiting for this report please go to enterprise mission's site
www.enterprisemission.com, and read Richard Hoagland's, Oh My God They Killed
SOHO.
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